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Mission Statement 

  

Harvard Library Preservation Services 
enables the University to fulfill its 
responsibility to ensure the longevity and 
usability of Harvard’s renowned collections. 
  

 













Original, digitized, and born digital 
  Primary data 
  Secondary data 

Wide variety of materials and lots 
of them 

Library Assets 





























Digital Repository Service (DRS) 

Long-term preservation repository  

  Professionally managed bundle of services 
  Hardware + Software + People + Policies & Procedures 
  Preserves content for Harvard’s libraries, archives & 

museums 
  Provides content now and in the future to researchers at 

Harvard and worldwide 





Art-si.org 



Key Areas of Interest 





















Separated  
 Primary Data 
 Databases, digital image collections, etc. 

 Secondary Data 
 Publications 

It Used to Be Easy 



  Fluid boundaries between primary and secondary 
data 
  Data becomes very much part of a publication 

  Desirable to see the heritage of a particular idea 
  Need better tools to cite claims/evidence, not papers 

  Improved data integration necessary  
  Need systems and tools to find and integrate data 
  Need standards 

  Data produced during research process also 
considered publication 

 

Now 



Snapshotting workspaces – object, image, location, 
zoom level – to derive patterns of usage 



  More sophisticated tools and services  
  Collective and open source tools, e.g., different 

workspaces to work with data from different repositories, 
annotate, etc. 

  Most common denominator needs to be worked out  
  Variety of standards 
  Standardization increases sustainability over time, e.g., 

file formats like JPEG or TIFF   

What is Needed 



  Education for all involved 
  New degree programs 
  New ways of thinking and sharing need to be developed 

  Roles and responsibilities need to be defined 
  Researchers and tool developers are not responsible for 

longevity of tools 
  Policy development 
  Annotations: who is responsible for keeping them, who 

can access them? 
  Policies around data 
  Privacy and long term storage 

What is Needed 



  Dataverse is an open source software project for 
sharing, citing and archiving data 
  Gives credit and control to data authors and 
distributors 
  Dataverse development started in 2006 at 
Harvard IQSS 
  Helped instigate and is at the center of a cultural 
change toward open and reproducible research 
  Allows experiments to be repeated, build on data 
from someone else 

Dataverse 



Check out: 
Harvard Purdue Data Management Symposium 



•  Concepts and methods developed for analog data 
have been applied to digital data  
 However, there are fundamental differences that we just 
now begin to exploit 

•  Technically lots of different data can be easily 
visualized and connected 
 However, we still have to explore what the scholarly 
interpretation of this new experience is 
 Currently this is often happening in separate ecosystems 
creating solutions that are not sustainable 
 We are still in the early stages; while the community as a 
whole has, e.g., digitized lots of materials we are just 
now starting to really make use of these digital objects 

Conclusions 



•  Community building, dialogue and 
technical standardization efforts 
are a must 
 Cross domain communities have to be 
built 
  This is a non-trivial task 

•  Still quite difficult to find people 
who understand the humanities, 
technology and the various 
methodologies involved − and can 
comfortably switch between all of 
the above and see the big picture 

Conclusions 





Thank you! 


